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Clean Cut! Even with linerless paper - 

GeBE is complementing its 

assortment with cutters for different OEM applications

Germering,  March  27th,  2017. GeBE  Elektronik  und 

Feinwerktechnik  GmbH  has  recently  complimented  their 

assortment  of  “data  input  and  output  devices”  and  of 

thermalprinting  components,  by  offering  cutters  for  different 

materials  for  OEM.  As  a  specialty,  the  company  from Germering,  Germany,  offers  market  trending 

linerless cutters. Self-adhesive papers are more and more produced without the use of protective liners. 

Utilizing  such  paper  is  more  economical  and  ecological.  OEM  save  handling  any  remaining  liner 

material,  users  save  dealing  with  the  liners,  as  they  are  often  considered  specialty  waste. 

Manufacturers of cutters are challenged by the gumming of conventional cutter edges, as they come in 

contact with the adhesive material. GeBE’s linerless cutters feature a glue resistant compound which is 

integrated right into the cutter material. The cutters separate paper without liners, and remain largely 

free  of  glue  themselves.  Depending  on  paper  specs,  between  500.000  and  1.500.000  cuts  are 

guaranteed. GeBE tailors cutters based on individual OEM requirements.

    

Cutting up to the thickness of cardboard and save time

OEM cutters are needed in different application areas, for example where complete thermal printers 

with paper cutters, are either too large or not cost effective. The cutters, from the Germering based 

specialist in data in and output devices, satisfy all  cutting demands, be it for paper, foils or shrink 

tubing, even if the material is as thick as cardboard.     

Production time saving rotary cutters with two rotating edges are available from GeBE, as well. OEM 

customers use cutters either in new applications or as retrofits in existing devices. Either way, GeBE’s 

30 years of experience, with individual OEM applications, is of great value to their customers.

Additional information available at: www.gebe.net

http://www.gebe.net/
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About Us:

For several decades GeBE Elektronik und Feinwerktechnik GmbH has been a well-known partner for input and 

output devices for micro-processor systems in the industry. The GeBE product offering includes thermal printers, 

HMI devices and key boards of various designs. Through a proven DIN EN 9001:2015 certified quality system and 

many years of manufacturing experience GeBE has built a large OEM customer base - especially in the field of 

small  and  medium  volume  series.  GeBE  manufactures  sub-assemblies  as  well  as  complete  devices.  GeBE 

implements customer specific solutions simply quick and cost effective starting at small order volume series.
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